Wereldwijzer 7 - July 2021
Dear Parents and Caregivers,
We are going to close this special school year. Despite the Corona, we can also look back on a year in
which we developed beautiful things and did fun activities.
We are proud of the increased educational yields. Many children have made progress in math,
language and reading. We are increasingly trying to match our education to the level of the child by
taking tests according to level and translating these properly into the education they then need. As a
team, we will also be working hard on this for next year. You can read further on what else we will be
doing next year.
In this Wereldwijzer you will also see a number of activities. The drumming garbage men were
fantastic. How surprised the children were in the morning to see all the drums. In addition, you will
find the holidays for the new school year and new colleagues will introduce themselves to you.
We hope you have a great summer holiday and look forward to seeing you again on Monday 23
August!
Sincerely, also on behalf of the team,

Ronith Root
Interim director IKC Wereldwijs

(Educational) continuous line IKC wide
The Cito tests (E-test) were administered in the period from 7 June to 18 June.
The period between this administration and the administration of the M-test (March last) is shorter
than usual. The M-test is usually administered in January/February.
It is difficult to assess to what extent this shorter period has an influence on the results of the tests.
This seems to apply to some extent. Some students have made insufficient progress.
The teachers analyse the results and this analysis is discussed together with the internal supervisor
during the group discussions that are planned in September.
The students of group 7 have now received a pre-advice for secondary education. This advice is
based on the Cito results, in particular those of arithmetic, reading comprehension and language
learning. Previous results are included in the advice, and personality characteristics such as
commitment, pace, motivation, concentration, cooperation, independence, homework attitude,
listening attitude and social skills are also taken into account.
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The final school advice is given in group 8. This advice is converted into a definitive advice after the
result of the IEP test.
From next school year, a secondary education level will also be determined for students in group 6.
Because of Corona, this has now been omitted, just like last school year.
So from school year 2021-2022
Group 6 – June SE level
Group 7 – June pre-advice
Group 8 – January school advice
May final advice

Spearheads within the regular school year 2021-2022
A number of exciting developments are planned for the coming school year. For example, the team
of regulars receives a team training "Teach like a champion". The training sessions will be given on
study days in which we are introduced to 49 techniques to allow students to excel. The team is
trained on the most important basic techniques, such as 'good is good', 'don't know doesn't apply'
and 100% attention.
In addition, this school year we will work with “Atlantis” a new technical learning to read method.
Atlantis is an integrated advanced technical reading method in which reading comprehension,
knowledge of the world and reading motivation take up a large part of the lesson.
For the world orientation courses we will work with the method “de Zaken van Zwijsen". Here the
students learn the basics of Dutch history, Geography and Nature and Technology. They work with it
from group 3 and have a continuous learning line up to and including group 8.
As already written in the previous world guide, we have registered for next school year for a
beautiful and rich offer of Art and Culture for the students. In addition to the creative subjects, the
teachers will also have the opportunity to offer technology lessons next school year by using our
beautiful technology towers.
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Test weeks Language classes
In the past 2 weeks, tests have been taken with the students in the Language Classes. These are tests
about the vocabulary in Dutch, but also tests for technical reading, arithmetic, spelling and reading
comprehension. If necessary, the teacher will contact you to discuss the results.
Closing group 8

For group 8 these weeks it is not only the end of a school year, but also the end of the primary school
period. The students move on to secondary education and for that they receive a special closure. For
example, on Friday 2 July, the students were surprised with a bouncy castle and obstacle course. The
other groups were also able to bounce on the air cushions. In the evening the students of group 8
were expected back at school to eat fries together, watch the musical film and they also played hideand-seek in the school. At 20.00 the parents were welcome for the official part of the evening.
On Thursday 8 July at 12.00, group 8 will be waved goodbye in the schoolyard and they can enjoy a
well-deserved holiday after all their hard work.
We wish the 8th grade students the best of luck in high school!
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Human Resources
As you have read in the formation, teacher Sara (group 4) is moving to Hilversum and working there.
We wish her every success!
Miss Khadija (teaching assistant in orange and red language classes) has found a job in her
hometown of Utrecht. Very nice for her, that saves a lot of travel time!
Miss Louise (group 7), teacher Esther (group orange language classes) and teacher Chelsey (gym)
have helped us in the past months by filling in. We are very grateful to them for that. We hope they
have a good future!
Master Rob (caretaker Monday and Friday), Miss Annelies (language specialist on Thursday) and Miss
Marlenne (Monday, Tuesday and Thursday group 6 and Friday group 7) and Master Martijn
(Wednesday, Thursday and Friday for maternity replacement Miss Marielle T. group 6) are coming to
support us. We wish them a lot of success with us at Wereldwijs!
Miss Kim will be present for 4 days (Monday to Thursday) next year as a team leader for the IKC and
deputy board member on the days that I am not there.
We introduce:

Hey!
My name is Marlenne Beerthuizen. I am currently 46
years old. When school starts I will be 47 years old. I
have two children, boys, aged 18. It's a twin.
I have enjoyed teaching for 21 years now. I have seen
a lot and learned a lot as a result. I have also attended
several courses. This keeps you informed of the new
developments.
My hobbies are reading, doing puzzles and walking. I
also like to watch a good movie every now and then.
I am really looking forward to starting group 6 at IKC
Wereldwijs. We're going to have a good time with each other!
Sincerely,
Marlenne Beerthuizen
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My name is Bettina Zandstra- de Vries and I will start the new school year with great
enthusiasm at IKC Wereldwijs as a teacher in the language class.
After having enjoyed teaching for 12 years at De Brug primary school in Aalsmeer, I was
ready for a new challenge. In recent years I have taught in groups 3 and 4 at primary school
De Brug in Aalsmeer, before that I was a teacher at De Klimop in Hoofddorp for 12 years. I
have also worked in Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Amstelveen.
I was born and raised in Aalsmeer, married and mother of 2 boys and 2 girls.
Besides work, I value spending time with friends and family. I get satisfaction from cozy
dinners, visiting concerts and theatres, weekends away, sports, reading and sailing.
I'm looking forward to my new job and see you in the new school year!

Regards, Bettina

Dear Parents and Caregivers,
I would like to introduce myself. My name is Martijn van den Berg, 28 years old and
I have now reached my final year of study at the Pabo. From next school year I will
be in group 6 of IKC Wereldwijs from Wednesday to Friday. I come from a real
'educational family' and have been infected by the virus myself. That is why I
eventually ended up in education, after a small foray into HR/personnel matters. I
myself have a great passion for geography and history and want to pay a lot of
attention to this together with the children in the future. Furthermore, I am an avid
sports fan, so this packed sports summer will be fun for me!
I'm really looking forward to this challenge and I'm going to it with great enthusiasm
into the new school year. Hopefully we will speak and meet in class soon!
Sincerely,
Martijn van den Berg
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We introduce...
Next school year I will join the Wereldwijs team on Thursday. My name is Annelies van Haeringen
and I have been working as a teacher, remedial teacher and language coordinator at De BosBuilders
for many years. When Wereldwijs was looking for someone who would like to support the school in
the field of language, I really enjoyed sharing my knowledge.
But what does a language coordinator actually do? Language education consists of many different
parts: reading, spelling, grammar, speaking, listening, thinking about language and understanding
language. Getting all those little bits of language across well to all children is quite a job. I will
investigate with the team how we can best do this on Wereldwijs. Sometimes children find learning
language very difficult. I look at what the individual child needs and together with the parents and
the teacher we make a plan. But the most important goal is that children enjoy working with
language.
In my spare time I like to be outside. I can be found in the dunes every weekend. I love to 'rummage'
in the garden or read a book. I also enjoy chatting, cooking and eating with my family (I have two
children aged 23 and 20).
One more week and then the big holiday starts. I am already looking forward to meeting the
teachers, parents and children of Wereldwijs. See you next school year!

Annelies van Haeringen
My name is Babs and I live in Amsterdam with my boyfriend.
I work at the NSDSK on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, in a treatment
group for toddlers with TOS, and on Monday and Tuesday I will join the
team of the IKC Wereldwijs, which I am really looking forward to!
I love photography, I love books, I like to toast with a white beer, I have
green fingers and I regularly visit Tuschinski.
See you in August and have a nice holiday!
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Subject: departure Ingrid van Es
June 14, 2021
Dear parents,
Ingrid has indicated to us that she will leave the SKH/Wereldwijs. As of August 1, she has found a new
challenge closer to home. We have already behind the scenes started the
recruitment and selection procedure. You will be informed as soon as a new colleague has been
hired.
Ingrid's last working day will be Wednesday 21 July.
It is possible, within the guidelines of Covid-19, to wish Ingrid a lot of fun in her new work. You will
hear more about this from the employees.
We wish Ingrid a lot of fun at work.
I hope to have informed you sufficiently. If you have any questions, feel free to ask.
Yours faithfully,
Edith Koren
Manager SKH Leid
Team leader 0-4 years IKC Wereldwijs e.koren@kinderopvanghaarlemmermeer.nl

Organisational matters
New and departing students
Regular:
It is very exciting to move from the familiar primary school to a large secondary school after eight
years. First you are the oldest in the school and after the summer holidays you start as the youngest
again. We wish all students from group 8 a well-deserved holiday and then off to a new adventure at
the new school. Have fun and good luck!
There are also a number of students that we will not see again at IKC Wereldwijs after the summer
holidays because they have chosen a different primary school. We will miss you very much but wish
you a lot of learning fun at the new school.
The same applies to all former students .... are you doing well and will you come by again to tell us
how you are doing?
We are also happy to greet a number of new students at school. A warm welcome to: Lily, Isaiha,
Youssef, Ensar and Yeliz
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Language classes:
In recent weeks Scott started in Taalklas Blauw and Fatoumatta in Taalklas Oranje.
Hakan has moved from the Purple language class to the Red language class.
After the summer holidays, many students will move on to secondary school. We wish Ajinkya,
Hamza, Sergei, Pavel, Amirtha, Vihaan, Vaani, Vihana, Ricky, Nelson, Denis, Aicha, Maneli, Wesim,
Omar, Daniel, Arab, Gureet, Maria, Tehguas, Princillia, Ian, Aadhyanth and Cheick-Tim have fun at
their new school.
Lidiya also leaves the Taalklas, but remains a regular at IKC Wereldwijs.
After the holidays, many new students will start in the Taalklas. This may change the group layout.
You will receive the new group classification in the last week of the holiday.
Local Layout
After the holidays we rearranged the school. Group 8 will be in the room of the current group 4. The
staff room will be lowered, making the current staff room an extra workroom for our combination
group 4/5, so that they can regularly receive lessons in small groups with an extra teacher in their
own room.
The language classes are going to expand a group and it will be located in the room where the library
is now. The library moves downstairs.
Photos from the past period IKC breed
It's summer at the Nursery!
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Drumming garbage men
On 15 June, the drumming garbage collectors had been at school for an interactive show “Beat The
Schoolyard”. All students also actively started working. Each session ended with a performance by
and for the students. It was a big success!

Masters and teachers day
Last Thursday it was time!
It was Masters and Miss Day. After the necessary games, presents and tasty things it was time for the
big surprise: The magic show!
Magician Marc had put on a beautiful show for each group. Many children were allowed to help with
the tricks, although they sometimes did not understand how they had done it.
From one hand through the other, to a fire that turned into a birthday cake for the masters and
teachers. How spectacular it was!
Now a day later, the children still can't stop talking.
Now just a short week of school with a nice ice cream next week as a closing and then it's time for
the summer holidays, enjoy!
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Joint Participation Council Meer Primair
The GMR of Meer Primair is looking for a new member for the parent representation. The GMR
meets, advises and agrees on matters that are important for all schools, employees and parents.
The GMR: What do we do?
The GMR is a legal body within a school organisation and has legal powers to influence decisions that
the board of the foundation intends to take. The Meer Primair GMR represents the interests of
children, parents and employees of schools affiliated with Meer Primair. The Meer Primair GMR acts
as an equal and critical partner of the Executive Board with regard to policy-making in the financial,
organisational and educational fields. The GMR meets with the Executive Board at regular intervals.
There is a meeting with the Supervisory Board once or twice a year.
Who are we looking for for the GMR?
The GMR currently consists of 10 members: 5 staff members and 5 parents, of which 1 will leave at
the end of the year. Anyone who is interested in the ins and outs of our Foundation and schools and
who wants to actively participate in discussions, ideas and participation is welcome to stand for
election. We are looking for a new member who wants to share his or her opinion with others, who
can contribute knowledge and actively participate.
Nominations and elections
Do you recognise yourself in the above and do you also want to contribute to Meer Primair via the
GMR? We cordially invite you to apply! Register (before 9 July 2020) via e-mail address
gmr@meerprimair.nl . Introduce yourself briefly and tell us what you bring to the GMR. If there are
sufficient registrations (more than one), an election will be held in which all Participation Councils
have a vote.
If you have any questions, please contact the chairman Johan van Malsen (jvanmalsen@gmail.com )
or secretary Louki Visser (l.visser@onsschool.nl ) of the GMR.
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Agenda
Holiday schedule 2021-2022
Autumn break
Christmas break
Spring break
Easter
Spring holidays
Ascension Day
Pentecost
Summer holidays

From 16 to 24 October 2021
From 25 to 9 January 2022
From 19 to 27 February 2022
From 15 to 18 April 2022
From 23 April to 8 May 2022
26 and 27 May 2022
6 June 2022
From 16 July to 28 August 2022

Study days
1 October 2021
15 November 2021
9 February 2022
28 February 2022
14 April 2022
7 June 2022
5 July 2022
Of course also read during the summer holidays
Travel with your child, in a book
The summer is coming! Wonderful, of course, but… how do you keep the reading level and
enjoyment up to the mark so that it doesn't sink in? Below you can read tips & tricks on what you as
a parent can do to motivate and inspire your child to keep reading:
1. Get the holiday activity card in the Library
Fortunately, you can once again browse through the books with your child in the Library and choose
a stack of books for the summer holidays. Also this year we have a 'do-it-yourself card' with
challenges that also challenges your child to keep reading. There are great prizes to be won this year!
2. Fill the summer with endless online reading pleasure
Unfortunately, on vacation you don't always have a library within reach, or enough luggage space for
piles of books. There is still a possibility to keep reading: with the online Library app! Download the
app, log in with your Library data and discover the huge range (more than 40,000 titles) of e-books,
audiobooks and magazines. There must be something fun in there for both of you!
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3. Let us lead the way in children's book land
It is of course difficult to search between that enormous range of books, both virtual and in the 'real'
Library. Youth Library.nl can help with this! The new website shows the most popular e-books and
audio books of the moment. The tips are based on experiences of young readers. You can search by
subject and age. Ideal for letting your children discover a new book independently, which they can
then immediately borrow or reserve at the nearest Library branch via the online Library app.
4. Play games about fun books
The summer holidays are not a holiday if you are not allowed to play some games. Preferably a game
with an educational goal, of course, such as the BiebBouwers challenge. In the wildly popular
Minecraft game, children tackle challenges related to history, spatial awareness and ICT skills. Our
website contains everything children need to get started right away. There are even fun prizes to be
won!
Tip from us: the theme of the BiebBouwers challenge in June is ; an invasion of mega robots. A book
series that fits in well with this is the series of 'Robot War', available as an e-book and audiobook via
the online library app!
5. Take the role of the parent
We cannot mention it often enough; your role as a parent is super important! From helping you find
a book to reading for yourself and thus taking an example. Did you know that reading aloud, even to
children who can read for a long time, is good for the reading pleasure and motivation of both of
you? Talking about books stimulates language, fantasy and reading pleasure. Are you not sure exactly
what crazy and funny things are happening in the book that your child is reading right now? Ask
about it, children love to tell you about it!
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Have a great summer and happy reading!
Enjoying reading on the beach? Or an audiobook for in the car? Especially for children who
have no experience with the library yet, Jeugdbibliotheek.nl has the summer promotion
Book 'n Trip! With the online Library app, your child can experience the best e-books and
audio books on a phone or tablet for free in July and August.
How does it work? From 1 July you will discover the selection of summer books per age
category and download them in the online Library app. No hassle: you don't have to go to
the library, you don't have to become a member and you don't have to carry around with
books. In this way, your child will experience the most exciting adventures during the
holidays and you will also immediately prevent or remedy a reading delay. Fun, and
convenient!
Read and listen now via the online Library app!

Summer calendar Pier K
AUDITIONS THE YOUTH THEATER SCHOOL HAARLEMMERMEER MUSICAL PRODUCTION
GROUP 9-21 YEARS
Sat July 3 | 2.30 pm to 5.30 pm Pier K Hoofddorp | 9 -21 years
Always wanted to be a musical star? And are you the talent we are looking for and do you
want to be on stage as a real musical star? Then sign up quickly. Auditions | Pier K (pier-k.nl)
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CHILDREN'S ART DAYS
13, Wed 14 and Thu 15 July | 10.00 – 16.00 Pier K Hoofddorp | 6-12 years | €75.25 for
three days.
The now well-known Pier K Children's Art Days will be organised again this summer holiday.
Three days full of fun and creativity with various workshops in one day. The theme is Glitter
& Gangster. You can register separately for one day, but you will receive a discount when
registering for all three Kinderkunstdagen.
Children's Art Days | Pier K (pier-k.nl)
MAIN VILLAGE BY THE SEA
Mon 12 to Thu 15 July and Mon 19 to Thu 22 July Fruit Gardens Hoofddorp | 8-12 years |
€40.00
Are you not going on holiday in the summer? Or much too short? Then join Hoofddorp aan
Zee! Four days of art and fun with professional artists and coaches in a green environment.
Within a safe and professional framework you decide what you are going to make, we help
you with it. In addition to relaxation, we also hope to be able to remove barriers for requests
for help. Is paying the registration fee difficult for you? Then you can contact Stichting
Leergeld or send us an email (informatiebalie@pier-k.nl).
Hoofddorp aan Zee | Pier K (pier-k.nl)
MUSICAL ZOMERKAMP
Mon 12 to Fri 16 July | Also 2 or 3 days possible | 09.15 am – 5.15 pm Pier K Hoofddorp | 8-10 years
and 11 – 14 years | €250.00 for five days
Are you crazy about singing, dancing and acting? Have you been on stage for a long time or are you
just very curious and do you fancy a few insanely fun days?
Then sign up for our musical camp. Two days, three days or five days will
the teachers of our Youth Theater School but also many guest teachers from the musical world will
surprise you with super fun workshops and tell you everything about the musicals in which they have
played.
Musical Summer Camp | Pier K (pier-k.nl)
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